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Abstract: From close to scratch, the COVID-19 pandemic created the largest volunteer supercomputer
on earth. Sadly, processing resources assigned to the corresponding Folding@home project cannot be
shared with other volunteer computing projects efficiently. Consequently, the largest supercomputer
had significant idle times. This perspective paper investigates how the resource sharing of future
volunteer computing projects could be improved. Notably, efficient resource sharing has been
optimized throughout the last ten years in cloud computing. Therefore, this perspective paper
reviews the current state of volunteer and cloud computing to analyze what both domains could
learn from each other. It turns out that the disclosed resource sharing shortcomings of volunteer
computing could be addressed by technologies that have been invented, optimized, and adapted
for entirely different purposes by cloud-native companies like Uber, Airbnb, Google, or Facebook.
Promising technologies might be containers, serverless architectures, image registries, distributed
service registries, and all have one thing in common: They already exist and are all tried and tested
in large web-scale deployments.
Keywords: volunteer computing; cloud computing; grid computing; HPC; supercomputing;
microservice; nanoservice; container; cloud-native; serverless; platform; lessons-learned; COVID-19

1. Introduction
On 28 April 2020, Greg Bowman—director of the volunteer computing (VC) project Folding@home—
posted this on Twitter https://twitter.com/drGregBowman/status/1255142727760543744:
@Folding@home is continuing its growth spurt! There are now 3.5 M devices participating, including
2.8 M CPUs (19 M cores!) and 700 K GPUs.
According to Figure 1, the volunteer computing project Folding@home had even access to more
computing power than all TOP-500 supercomputers together could provide! Just two months earlier,
only 30,000 devices contributed to this project. Thus, what caused this tremendous increase in
processing power? It was COVID-19 and the willingness of hundreds of thousands of “nerds” to fight
COVID-19 by supporting Sars-CoV-2 computational bioscience research that was processed by the
Folding@home project.
Our research is mainly dealing with cloud computing and corresponding software engineering
and architecture questions. However, like many others, we surprisingly faced the COVID-19
shutdown impacts and decided on 23 March 2020 spontaneously to support Sars-CoV-2 computational
bioscience-related research. Our lab set up two 32 CPU virtual machines from our virtualization cluster
that is usually used for our cloud computing research and student projects.
Moreover, we called our students for support, and our students boarded almost immediately
providing their most valuable assets: Gaming graphic cards. On 1 May 2020, we ranked on place
2145 of 252,771 teams worldwide (https://stats.foldingathome.org/team/245623). Thus, we were
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suddenly among the top 1% of contributors as a very modest-sized University of Applied Sciences!
Even the local newspaper reported about this. Furthermore, it is essential to mention that such kind
of teams not only grew up in Lübeck, but this also happened all over the world. In total, the biggest
supercomputer on earth emerged somehow by accident.

Figure 1. Processing speed posted by Folding@home project, 13 April 2020, https://twitter.com/
foldingathome/status/1249778379634675712.

We were impressed by our students and by these numbers. Nevertheless, we also looked at the
usage statistics of our provided machines gathered by our virtualization cluster. However, these data
were so-so (see Figure 2). Our machines, although being configured to run at full power, had only usage
rates between 40% or 50%. In other words, we had assigned two machines, but, on average, only one
was used. At the end of March, this was even more severe. In that phase, many teams and individual
contributors boarded and the Folding@home network grew massively. However, the effect was that
our machines ran at ridiculous low usage rates. We first checked whether we had misconfigured the
machines, but our machines were operating correctly. The processing pipelines were empty, and the
master nodes needed hardware upgrades to handle all these new processing nodes. The control plane
of the Folding@home project could not scale-out fast enough. In cloud computing, we would say that
Folding@home was not elastic enough. It took all of April to make full use of the provided volunteer
resources (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Example usage data of two virtual machines provided to the Folding@home project (compiled
from our own data); red area: overload of master nodes, white area: recovering phase, green area:
normal operation.
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One obvious question arises here. Would it not be better in such a situation to use the amount
of contributed nodes for other VC projects? If we cannot fight COVID-19, we might contribute to
mathematical research, climate research, cancer research, or any other computationally intensive kind
of research. The most of contributors will contribute their resources regardless of the specific aim
of a VC project. Sadly, the reader will see throughout this paper that VC is not well prepared for
shifting processing resources across projects that can lead to such undesirable usage scenarios shown
in Figure 2.
Therefore, this paper deals with the question of how to improve the resource sharing of future
VC projects. We have done some similar transfer research for another domain and asked what
could be shifted auspiciously from the cloud computing domain to the simulation domain [1].
Because we derived some stupendous insights for the simulation domain, we will follow a quite
similar methodology here (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Research methodology.

The main contribution of this paper is to provide and explain engineering ideas and
principles taken from the cloud computing domain that have been successfully invented, optimized,
and successfully implemented by so-called cloud-native companies like Netflix, Uber, Airbnb,
and many more. COVID-19 demonstrated that VC has some shortcomings regarding elasticity and
efficient use of shared resources. Precisely, these two points have been optimized throughout the
last ten years in cloud computing [2]. Cloud-native companies invented a lot of technology to make
efficient use of shared resources elastically [3]. These companies were forced to invent these resource
optimization technologies because it turned out that cloud computing can be costly if used inefficiently.
Thus, this paper strives to transfer some of these lessons learned [4] from the cloud computing
domain to the VC domain that might be beneficial. Consequently, VC could be better prepared for
flexible sharing of processing resources across different VC projects. VC could share more and not
claim donated resources.
We start by reviewing the current state of VC in Section 2 doing the same for the cloud computing
domain in Section 3. Section 4 will analyze what both domains could learn from each other and will
derive some requirements and promising architectural opportunities for future VC projects. Section 5
will present the corresponding related work from the cloud and VC domain to provide interesting
follow-up readings for the reader. We will conclude about our insights in Section 6 and forecast more
standardized deployment units and more integrated but decentralized control-planes for VC.
2. Review on Volunteer Computing
Over the past 20 years, VC projects have contributed to hundreds of scientific research publications
on a wide range of topics including climate change, clean energy, astrophysics, cancer research, malaria,
earthquakes, mathematics, and the search for extraterrestrial intelligence. This research has been made
possible by hundreds of thousands of people donating the unused processing power of their desktops,
laptops, and even smartphones to researchers. Figure 4 shows the number and research disciplines
of papers that are related to one of the most popular VC platforms (BOINC). It has been compiled
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from a systematic review of VC projects [5] and the official list of publications by BOINC projects [6].
This chart might be not representative, but it gives a good impression on the kind of questions VC is
used for.

Biomedicine
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computing projects
(n=57 projects)

BOINC platform
related papers
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Parallel
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Figure 4. Categories and research disciplines of VC projects, data taken from [5].

2.1. Categories of Volunteer Computing
Figure 5 shows the publishing years of announcing VC solution proposal papers grouped by
their major categories. We see that grid approaches affected VC, especially in the very beginning.
However, since 2009, cloud as well as mobile approaches gained more and more influence on the
community. The majority of VC systems are geared towards embarrassingly parallel tasks that need
no or little communication (Bag of Tasks). According to [5], we classify such VC systems based on the
computational environments that they are deployed in.
•

•

•

Volunteer Grid Computing makes use of the aggregated computing resources of volunteer
devices. “Volunteer grids are one way of fulfilling the original goal of Grid Computing, where anyone can
donate computing resources to the grid so that users can use it for their computational needs. Contrary to
the traditional grid infrastructure, which needs a dedicated infrastructure to run on, volunteer grid runs on
scavenging computing resources from desktop computers for computationally intensive applications.” [5]
These kinds of systems form the majority of all VC approaches (see Figure 4).
Volunteer Cloud Computing provides volunteer clouds as opportunistic cloud systems that run
over donated quotas of resources of volunteer computers. Volunteer cloud systems come in
different shapes, such as desktop clouds, peer-to-peer clouds, social clouds, volunteer storage
cloud, and more [5]. The approach mimics the Cloud Computing service models (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS)
without relying on centralized data centers that are operated by hyperscaling service providers
like Amazon Web Services, Google, or Microsoft. These clouds are multipurpose and usually have
no specific mission like volunteer grid computing projects that are focused on a specific research
discipline or even a specific research question.
Mobile Volunteer Computing makes use of advances in low-power consuming processors of
portable computers such as tablets and smartphones that can handle computationally intensive
applications. According to [5], nearly 50% of the worldwide population use smartphones
and tablets—more than conventional Laptop and PCs. The increasing computing power,
fast-growing number, and their power-efficient design make mobile devices interesting for
distributed computing [7]. Consequently, many traditional VC systems are extended to include
such devices. For example, BOINC provides an Android-based client (https://boinc.berkeley.
edu/wiki/Android_FAQ).
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Most VC systems support embarrassingly parallel tasks that need no or little communication
among the tasks [5]. However, parallel VC addresses use cases that need massive communication
among the tasks, based on MPI, MapReduce, or other platforms.
grid
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Figure 5. Publishing of VC solution proposals (project papers), data taken from [5].

Table 1 lists all projects and corresponding follow-up references for the information of the reader.
We do not claim that this list is complete. This paper focuses mainly on Volunteer Grid Computing.
However, it considers other VC computational environments if this seems appropriate.
Table 1. Overview of some VC projects of recent years, data taken from [5].
Category

Platforms and References (Ordered by Publication Date)

Volunteer grid computing

Condor [8], XtremWeb [9], SETI@home [10], Entropia [11], Farsite [12],
BOINC [13], CCOF [14], Kosha [15], OurGrid [16], Alchemi [17],FreeLoader [18],
LHC@home [19], Aneka [20], Cohesion [21], EDGeS [22], BitDew [23],
unaGrid [24], ATLAS@home [25]

Volunteer cloud computing

Storage@home [26], Cloud@home [27], Seattle [28], C3 [29], P3R3.O.KOM [30],
STACEE [31], UnaCloud [32], Personal Cloud [33], P2PCS [34], SoCVC [35],
Fatman [36], AdHoc Cloud [37], SASCloud [38], DIaaS [39], Nebula [40],
cuCloud [41]

Volunteer mobile computing

Mobiscope [42], AnonySense [43], Micro-blog [44], LiveCompare [45],
Bubblesensing [46], PRISM [47], CrowdLab [48], CWC [49], Serendipity [50],
Mobile Device Clouds [51], CellCloud [52], GEMCloud [53], FemtoCloud [54],
AirShower@home [55]

Volunteer parallel computing

VolpexPyMPI [56], MOON [57], BOINC-MR [58], MPIWS [48], ADAPT [59],
GiGi-MR [60], freeCycles [61], Adoop [62], CloudFinder [63]

2.2. Reference Model of Volunteer Computing
According to [5,64], VC follows mostly a master–worker parallel computing model as shown
in Figure 6a. In this model, the master decomposes massive tasks into small chunks and distributes
these small chunks among workers. The master can be itself composed of distributed nodes, but it
is a centralized concept for the overall architecture. Workers perform the required computation
and send results back. The master then verifies data results and aggregates them to compute final
results. The client nodes are inherently claimed by the master and used exclusively for a specific VC
project. By principle, it would be possible to install different VC client software on clients to contribute
to various VC projects. However, this is conceptually not considered and might end in problems.
For example, it is not clear whether and how different VC projects would be prioritized.
Middleware (see Figure 6b) handles all operations of a VC system. These operations compromise
splitting tasks into small chunks, scheduling these chunks and aggregating the chunk results,
and protecting privacy and security of VC computing devices [64]. However, it is also essential
to process truthfully. Thus, claimed applications and claimed work done by the middleware of a
project should be transparently stated. This truthfulness includes addressing questions like possible
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economic exploitation, expected results, the surrender of intellectual property, and similar aspects [64].
For example, a VC project should not claim to research about cancer but do crypto-mining instead.

(a) Exclusive use of volunteer workers

(b) Master worker architecture

Figure 6. Common master worker model used by many VC projects.

Most VC projects rely on a controllable and exclusive environment to achieve this trust technically.
They provide the master nodes, and worker nodes attach to these master nodes exclusively. The trust
is expressed by installing the VC client software necessary to act as a worker for a specific VC project.
Consequently, the worker is bound to one particular project, and it is not handed over to another
VC project even if the overall workload would suggest this. Even if different VC projects share the
same middleware, this work is not frictionless. Consequently, VC projects that share no common
middleware are isolated (see Figure 6a).
2.3. Open Problems in Volunteer Computing
The COVID-19 case (Folding@home), recent reviews [5,64], and the critical discussion of the
current state of VC turned up the following (not necessarily complete) shortcomings of current
VC platforms.
•

•

•

Heterogeneity [64]: Different VC devices have different power, memory and processing
capabilities, as well as different communication interfaces, making it hard to classify, design,
and assign device optimized work units.
Result verification [64]: Volunteers perform their required computation and send data results
back to the master. The master then verifies data results and discards inadequate or erroneous
results. In this way, massive computation (several hours or even days are not unlikely) is wasted
as result verification is done at the end of processing. Intermediate result verification mechanisms
or smaller chunks could minimize this waste.
Project exclusiveness: Currently, for most VC platforms, projects are organizations (usually
academic research groups) that need computational power. Each project runs on project-dedicated
master servers. On the one hand, this enables trust, but hinders sharing of devices across different
projects. This exclusiveness can result in situations that the Folding@home project faced in March
and April 2020 due to the massive COVID-19 scale-out. In this situation, all of the unused CPU
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cycles (see Figure 2) could have been provided with ease to other VC projects dedicated to further
respectable motives. Thus, in March and April 2020, plenty of possible computations for cancer,
climate change, and further research projects could have been processed without disadvantaging
COVID-19 research. The COVID-19 pipelines were almost empty in that phase because there were
more devices than tasks. There was nothing to process.
Security: Good security is multi-layered. For instance, the BOINC system maintains reasonable
security practices at several levels (https://boinc.berkeley.edu/trac/wiki/SecurityIssues). Let us
investigate them from a best-practice point of view.
All VC systems require that donators have to run executables provided by a third party—the
company or institution running the project. Thus, these third party executables are highly
suspicious from a security point of view. The following counter-measures are combined to
mitigate corresponding risks.
–
–
–
–

•

Overall project security measures very often include security audits of project code, enforcing
SSL communication with project infrastructure, and virus scanning of project files.
Code signing can be used to provide valid official builds and to detect code injection attacks
on the client-side.
Result verification is used on the master side to verify that malicious clients have not
manipulated results.
Sandboxing can limit the risk for donators from malicious or insecure project code. However,
sandboxing must be very client operation system-specific.

However, most VC projects are operated by domain-matter experts and not by IT-security experts.
It would be a benefit for the VC projects (reduced efforts) and the donators (improved security) if
both sides could rely on proven security infrastructures.
Scalability and elasticity [5]: VC systems can have millions of volunteer nodes connected to them.
Moreover, this amount of nodes can grow exponentially and quickly as COVID-19 taught us. Thus,
more scalable and elastic approaches are required to handle this significant number of volunteer
nodes coupled with their intermittent availability. Using more decentralized architectures has
already been proposed and implemented [13]. However, the Folding@home project still could not
scale-out fast enough to handle all of the COVID-19 volunteers (see Figure 2).

3. A Review of the Current State of Cloud Computing
The reader should be aware that this section is mainly a summary of [3] to provide a more
convenient reading experience. As it already has been stated, the COVID-19 case of Folding@home
disclosed some “lock-in” shortcomings of VC regarding elasticity and efficient use of shared resources.
This “lock-in” shows some astonishing parallels with cloud computing. Precisely, these two points
(elasticity and resource utilization) have been mainly optimized throughout the last ten years in cloud
computing [4]. Theses lessons learned originate in profane economic considerations of cloud-native
companies like Netflix, Uber, Airbnb, and many more. However, the resulting technological solutions
might be rewarding for VC because they address by accident some of the identified shortcomings.
Therefore, we want to focus on these core insights because these insights might be used to address and
solve some of the identified problems of VC in Section 2.3.
According to our experiences and action research activities over the last ten years, cloud
computing is dominated by two major long-term trends. In the first adoption phase of cloud
computing, existing IT-systems were merely transferred to cloud environments. The original design
and architecture of these applications were not changed. Applications have only been migrated from
dedicated to virtualized hardware. Over the years, cloud system engineers implemented remarkable
improvements in cloud platforms (PaaS) and infrastructures (IaaS). In particular, we investigate
resource utilization improvements (Section 3.1) and the architectural evolution of cloud applications
(Section 3.2).
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3.1. A Review of the Resource Utilization Evolution
Cloud-native applications are built to be elastic. If not, cloud computing would very often not
be reasonable from an economic point of view [65]. Elasticity is understood as the degree to which
a system adapts to workload changes. Over time, systems were designed intentionally for such
elastic cloud infrastructures. Accordingly, the utilization rates of underlying computing infrastructures
increased. New deployment and design approaches like containers, microservices, or serverless
architectures evolved.
Figure 7 shows a noticeable trend over the last decade. Machine virtualization consolidated plenty
of bare-metal machines and formed the technological backbone of IaaS cloud computing. Virtual
machines might be more lightweight than bare metal servers. However, containers are much more
fine-grained and improved two things: The way of standardized deployments, but they also increased
the utilization rates of virtual machines. Nevertheless, containers are still always-on components. Thus,
Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) approaches evolved and introduced time-sharing concepts in container
platforms. Using FaaS, units are only executed if requests have to be processed. Therefore, FaaS enables
scale-to-zero deployments and improves resource efficiency [66]. Thus, the technology stack—although
getting more complicated—followed the trend to run more workload on the same amount of physical
machines by shrinking the size of standardized deployment units, be it virtual machines, containers,
or functions.
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Figure 7. Observable trend of minimizing deployment unit sizes, taken from [3].

This virtual-machine → container → function resource utilization evolution is accompanied by
corresponding architectural approaches:
•
•

•

Service-oriented architectures (SOA) fitted very well with monolithic deployment approaches
that can be provided using standardized virtual machines (IaaS).
Microservice architectures are built on top of loosely coupled and independently deployable
services. These services can be provided via much smaller and standardized containers. We could
rate Microservices as a kind of standardized PaaS cloud service provision model.
Finally, serverless architectures are mainly event-driven service-of-service architectures where
their functionality is provided as “nano”-services via functions. Serverless and FaaS are the latest
trends in cloud computing, so functions are not standardized yet. However, more and more
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Cloud-native computing foundation (CNCF) hosted serverless approaches like Kubeless (https://
kubeless.io), Knative (https://knative.dev), or OpenWhisk (https://openwhisk.apache.org) make
use of containers to package and deploy functions. Thus, it seems likely that containers might
evolve as the de-facto deployment unit format not only for microservices, but also for functions.
3.2. A Review of the Architectural Evolution
The reader observes that cloud-native applications aim for better resource utilization by applying
more fine-grained deployment units—for instance, containers instead of virtual machines or functions
instead of containers. Improvements in resource utilization rates always had an impact on cloud-native
architecture styles. Let us now investigate the two major architectural trends that might be of most
interest from a VC perspective.
3.2.1. Microservice Architectures
Microservices form “an approach to software and systems architecture that builds on the well-established
concept of modularization but emphasizes technical boundaries. Each module—each microservice—is
implemented and operated as a small yet independent system, offering access to its internal logic and data through
a well-defined network interface. This architectural style increases software agility because each microservice
becomes an independent unit of development, deployment, operations, versioning, and scaling [67].” Faster
delivery, improved scalability, and greater autonomy are often mentioned benefits of microservice
architectures [67,68]. Different services are independently scalable based on actual request stimuli.
Because services can be developed and operated by different teams, they not only have a technological
but also an organizational impact. Thus, localized decisions per service regarding programming
languages, libraries, frameworks, and more are possible and enable best-of-breed approaches.
Besides the pure architectural point of view, the following tools, frameworks, services,
and platforms form the current understanding of the term microservice:
•
•
•
•
•

Service discovery technologies decouple services from each other. Services must not explicitly
refer to network locations.
Container orchestration technologies automate container allocation and management tasks.
Monitoring technologies enable runtime monitoring and analysis of the runtime behavior of
microservices.
Latency and fault-tolerant communication libraries enable efficient and reliable service
communication in permanently changing configurations.
Service proxy technologies provide service discovery and fault-tolerant communication features
that are exposed over HTTP.

A complex tool-chain evolved to handle the continuous operation of microservice-based cloud
applications [3]. We should consider this for VC and took only the barely necessary concepts.
3.2.2. Serverless Architectures
The serverless computing model allocates resources dynamically and intentionally out of control
of the service customer. To scale to zero resources might be the most critical differentiator of serverless
platforms compared with other IaaS or PaaS-based cloud platforms. This scale-to-zero capability
excludes the most expensive always-on usage pattern [65]. Consequently, the term “serverless” is
getting more and more attraction [67]. However, where have all the servers gone? Processing resources
must still exist somehow.
Serverless architectures make substantial use of Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) concepts and
platforms [69] and integrate more intensively third-party backend services. Figure 7 shows this
evolution over the last ten years. FaaS platforms realize time-sharing of resources and increase the
utilization factor of computing infrastructures. Cost reductions of 70% are possible [66].
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A FaaS platform is nothing more than an event processing system (see Figure 8). Serverless
platforms take an event and then determine which functions are registered to process the event [70].
If no function is present, a new one is created. Event-based applications are especially very much
suited for this approach [70,71].

Figure 8. Serverless platform architecture, taken from [3].

In summary, the following observable engineering decisions in serverless architectures are worth
being mentioned:
•
•
•
•

Cross-sectional logic, like authentication or storage, is sourced to external third party services.
End-user clients or edge devices do the Service composition. Thus, service orchestration is not
done by the service provider but by the service consumer via provided applications.
Endpoints using HTTP- and REST-based/REST-like communication protocols that can be
provided easily via API gateways are generally preferred.
Only very domain or service-specific functions are provided on FaaS platforms.

Thus, the serverless design is generally more decentralized and distributed. It makes more
intentional use of independently provided services and is therefore much more intangible compared
with microservice architectures.
In particular, this distribution characteristic seems to make it more suitable for VC. Thus, serverless
principles might be more preferable than microservice principles to consider for VC.
4. Discussion of Technological and Architectural Opportunities for Future Volunteer Computing
In Section 3, the reader got to know how the design of so-called cloud-native systems have
changed. Technologies that have been massively improved, integrated, and simplified throughout
the last ten years are containers, image registries, service registries, and service proxies. The primary
motivation for these changes has been economical. If this had not been done, cloud-deployed systems
would waste valuable (and costly) cloud resources. Some similar efficiency problems could be observed
during COVID-19 crisis in the Folding@home project (see Figure 2). Therefore, this section will
investigate whether and how these cloud-native improvements could be used to evolve the VC model
that has been summarized in Section 2.2 and Figure 6.
In short, this perspective paper proposes to transform the current situation of isolated VC project
networks into a more meshed variant (see Figure 9). Therefore, all VC projects must share their master
endpoints in a standardized way. The vision is that a worker should only know one IP address of the
global VC network to gain information about all other existing and available VC projects and endpoints.
It is then up to the worker to decide to which projects it would like to contribute. In addition, a worker
should always be able to contribute to more than one project at a time. Thus, if a favored project does
not request resources, the worker could fetch tasks from other VC projects according to a priority list
or any different kind of prioritization. If this was possible, the COVID-19 case of the Folding@home
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project (see Figure 1) would not have happened. Unused resources had been automatically spent on
other projects that address climate change, cryptography, number theory, or whatever.

Figure 9. Transformation of VC networks to avoid project boundness of worker nodes.

4.1. Standardization of Deployment Units
Therefore, this perspective paper proposes in Figure 10 an evolved and container-based
master–worker architecture extending the typical VC master–worker architecture (see Figure 6).

Figure 10. Proposal of an evolved and container-based VC master worker architecture model.

The marked grey components are extending or changing specific parts of the VC reference
architecture explained in Section 2.2. First of all, the proposed architecture considers more than one
VC project. All master nodes provide a standard Service Registry component that is shared by all VC
projects to enable a complete VC project awareness for worker clients. Thus, a worker can choose
which project it would like to provide its computing resources. Therefore, all VC projects must provide
their workload in a standardized but flexible deployment format to make this freedom of choice
possible. Therefore, the architecture proposes to make use of container images as deployment format.
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Signed images are provided via public Image Registries. A VC project can operate a project-specific
image registry. Alternatively, public image registries (like DockerHub https://hub.docker.com) would
work as well.
Thus, the worker client can be minimized to a standardized container runtime engine (for example
Docker or any other OCI conform container runtime engine) that fetches provided images and
executes them as Worker Functions in a FaaS-like style (see Figure 8). However, worker functions
are accompanied by a so-called side-car container [67] (VC proxy) that handles common VC
communication patterns and can be called by the VC Runtime Environment (a lightweight wrapper
around an OCI conform container runtime environment). VC proxy and the VC Runtime Environment
are designed to be standardized components that must be not adapted by a VC project. The VC proxy
provides a standard interface furthermore for worker functions. Obviously, the worker function is a
VC project-specific part that realizes data processing. However, because the proposal makes use of
container technologies, it can be provided as a standardized deployment unit. Container technologies
enable furthermore polyglot programming, so there is a freedom of programming language choice for
implementing worker functions. Current VC platforms like BOINC often enforce to include specific
libraries which are written very often in C/C++.
Table 2 summarizes the selected and discussed cloud-native technologies and explains how
these technologies can be used to realize the proposed architecture (see Figure 10) to mitigate
mentioned VC open issues reported in the literature. To do this, well-tried technologies that
form the backbone of modern cloud-native architectures could be adopted: Containers, even more
fine-grained (but container-based) functions, image registries, and distributed service registries seem
very promising here. Thus, like the BOINC-approach, a middleware-based approach is proposed to
share resources between different VC projects. However, most parts of this middleware are already
existing (the technologies mentioned above and listed in Table 2). Thus, the proposal does not require a
complete new middleware or framework. Still, the proposal requires a VC-specific integration of these
technologies that go beyond the BOINC-approach (dating back to the early 2000 s, so to a pre-cloud
era). This VC-specific integration is called VC Runtime Environment in Figure 10.
4.2. Client-Side Service Discovery Initiated Workflow
A publish–subscribe communication model between the client and the master nodes is
nearby. However, the publish–subscriber model assumes to some degree that both clientand master-components are (not perfectly but to some degree reliable) always-on components.
This assumption is not entirely the case in volunteer computing, especially not on the client-side. Thus,
the proposed approach follows the publish–subscriber philosophy but evolves it as a straightforward
and purely client-side triggered approach. In VC, the clients form the ephemeral parts of the complete
system. Taking the insights of [72], one can expect simply less error tracking efforts if the ephemeral
components (clients) query and request the stable parts (masters).
In VC, we are talking about hundreds of VC projects operating thousands of master nodes that
mainly operate in an always-on mode. On the worker side, we are talking about a much more volatile
setting of millions of client nodes that are only sporadically available. Therefore, we generally advocate
client-side service discovery and distributed server-side service registries because the unchanging
parts are more on the master and less on the client-side. Thus, client-side service discovery has to query
much less moving and changing roles in this setting (thousands of service endpoints on the master-side
instead of millions of service endpoints on the client-side). Whenever a client is available, it can make
(well cacheable) client-side service discovery and ask for VC tasks and process them according to the
client preferences and priorities. Thus, client-side service discovery can be used to create a naturally
occurring workload sharing across different VC projects (and not just within a VC project).
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Table 2. Mapping of recent cloud-native technologies to identified VC open issues.
VC Issues
HW heterogenity

Container

Function

x

x

Containers (and functions packaged as containers) are a standardized deployment
format that is useable on all primary desktop and server operating platforms
(Windows, Linux, Mac OS).

x

Functions are used in cloud-native architectures to process events that must be
computed in a limited amount of time. Functions (if packaged as containers) can
be accompanied by trusted service proxies that could validate function results
before sending them to the master. Because of the time limitations (minutes
instead of hours or even days), the result verification would be faster and might
be even processed decentrally.

Verification of (large) results

Code signing and updating

Sandboxing

Project exclusiveness

Image Registry

Service Registry

x

Remarks

Image content trust technologies provide the ability to use digital signatures for
image registry operations (push, pull). Publishers can sign their pushed images,
and image consumers can ensure that pulled images are signed. If images are
updated they can be fetched automatically by the clients in their next event
processing cycle. Current image registries like Harbor, DockerHub, quai.io,
GitLab registry, and many more provide signed images for automatic
deployments out of the box.

x

x

Service Proxy

The original intent of operating system virtualization (containers) was
sandboxing. Thus, containers (and functions packaged as containers) provide
inherent and reliable sandboxing out of the box. This sandboxing is much more
fine-grained than virtual machines and available on all major desktop and server
platforms (see HW heterogeneity).

x

x

A service registry is a database containing the network locations of service
instances. It consists typically of components that use a replication protocol.
Examples for reliable cloud-native products are etcd (https://etcd.io),
consul (https://www.consul.io), or Zookeeper (https://zookeeper.apache.org).
Such solutions can share VC project information and network locations of master
nodes for clients in a project agnostic format. Thus, clients that are bound to one
master component can do client-side service discovery of further VC projects.
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The client-side initiated workflow loops through the steps Ê to Ï shown in Figure 10:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

In Step Ê, the VC Runtime Environment of a worker node queries periodically (for example,
each day, every six hours or similar) the distributed VC project discovery service that is formed
by master nodes of various VC projects. This updates a worker node’s VC project awareness to
decide which master nodes to ask for processing tasks.
In Step Ë, the VC Runtime Environment of a worker node selects a master node according to
its updated project awareness and fetches a task (including the data to be processed). If this fails
(for instance, the master node might be not available, has no jobs, etc.), another task from another
master node (even from a different project) is fetched according to worker node preferences.
In Step Ì, the VC Runtime Environment analysis the task and triggers a corresponding
Function pull from a public image registry to fetch (if not already present) and start the VC
project-specific Worker function container image. Therefore, the address of the image registry,
the unique image name of the Worker function, and image version must be part of the task
description. Furthermore, the task description must contain the URL of the data to be processed.
In Step Í, the VC Runtime Environment handles the control over to a VC proxy. This proxy
does communication with the Worker function and decouples the runtime environment from the
Worker function.
In Step Î, the VC proxy calls the Worker function with the to be processed data and receives
the result.
Finally, in Step Ï, the VC proxy can even do the result verification on the Worker-side (and not
on the Master). Like the Worker function, the VC proxy is simply a container that is instantiated
from a trusted image and may, therefore, contain signed result verification logic that cannot be
tampered unnoticed. As a last step, the VC proxy transmits the result to the assimilation endpoint
of the master node (this endpoint must also be part of the task description).

The process would go on with step Ë (or step Ê if a periodic update of the VC project
awareness is necessary). It would address the resource sharing problem efficiently and with a simple
client-side strategy.
5. Critical Discussion and Related Work
The proposed approach targets mainly volunteer grid computing projects and, in particular,
the mentioned shortcomings of cross-project resource sharing. The main intention is to improve
resource sharing across VC projects and to set up VC projects more easily making use of established
and well-accepted cloud-native technologies. Therefore, it shares similar limitations like every other
volunteer grid computing project. Thus, the architecture supports embarrassingly parallel tasks that
need no or little communication among the tasks [5]. If this is not the case, volunteer parallel computing
projects or even HPC supercomputing might be a better fit. However, this paper does not focus on this
kind of parallel VC or even HPC. The paper does not even claim to have or provide answers of value
for these parallel computing or HPC supercomputing domains.
Furthermore, the proposed approach follows conceptually a middleware-based path and shares,
therefore, comparable limitations to the BOINC-approach [13,73]. To reach project awareness
and enable necessary trust are complex tasks in themselves, even in a single-research VC project.
Single-research projects might even have advantages here because contributors do not need any
complex overview of various research or other projects. However, this aspect is getting more
complicated for a middleware-based approach [74]. The contributors need project awareness, and some
project prioritization means. Some contributors want to support disease-related projects but might be
not interested in supporting prime-number mathematical research. In the case of BOINC, a kind of
trusted community already exists, and all BOINC-based projects have passed a kind of quality gate,
and all BOINC-based projects are research-focused. This gatekeeper role of BOINC makes it easier for
BOINC contributors to establish trust. However, projects that are not aware of the gatekeeper are not
aware to contributors as well. Thus, multi-project gatekeeping in VC always has a kind of censorship.
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Therefore, the proposed approach enables intentionally to set up VC infrastructures that could
process arbitrary computations—for instance, doing mundane crypto-mining for purely monetary
reasons. We do not think that crypto-mining (or other doubtable motivations) would be a useful
and ethical form of VC. However, this should not be the decision of a non-democratic legitimized
gatekeeping institution but the personal choice of every single VC contributor according to their own
criteria [75,76].
Therefore, this proposal intentionally does not assume a well-trusted gatekeeper that filters
qualified from non-qualified projects. However, this missing gatekeeping role makes it more
complicated for contributors to select VC projects that are worth being supported.
The reader should take additional surveys on VC, like [5,64] or cloud computing [2,3,67,69,70],
into account to derive their own conclusions and discuss this perspective paper critically. For instance,
Ref. [5] provides a broad and excellent overview of several grid-based, cloud-based, mobile,
and parallel VC projects, frameworks, and technological approaches. As the reader may have noticed,
this perspective paper is highly influenced by [5]. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge,
there does not exist any survey that covers cloud computing and VC in parallel focusing particularly
on the aspect of how to combine concepts of both domains to overcome the project exclusiveness
problem in VC.
It is interesting to see that grid- and cloud-based projects form the majority of VC projects
(see Figure 4). Thus, there is some kind of attraction in adopting Cloud technologies for VC
(see Figure 5). In particular, recent cloud-native trends like standardization of fine-grained deployment
units via containers provide exciting opportunities. “The efficient use of available resources and tight
integration with the host operating system makes container technologies a plausible choice for VC. [...] More
research is important to investigate the suitability and efficiency of container technologies for VC, specifically for
volunteer cloud systems [64]”.
However, this paper shifted the focus less on volunteer clouds but postulated to adopt container
technologies in VC to improve the overall share- and portability between VC projects to enable
overflow processing between different projects. Projects like [77] strive to do something similar by
integrating supercomputing with VC and Cloud Computing. However, their focus is more on how to
make the high-performance end of supercomputing data centers available for VC.
6. Conclusions
The COVID-19 pandemic created the largest volunteer supercomputer on earth. However,
this largest supercomputer on the planet ran idle for a significant amount of time—what a waste of
resources. Therefore, this perspective paper investigated how the sharing of donated resources across
VC projects could be improved. If one cannot fight COVID-19, one might contribute to mathematical
research, climate research, other disease research, or any different computationally intensive kind
of research. Most of the VC donators will provide their resources regardless of the specific aim of a
VC project.
This perspective paper proposes to tackle the disclosed resource sharing shortcomings of
volunteer computing using technologies that have been invented, optimized, and adapted for
entirely different purposes by cloud-native companies like Uber, Airbnb, Google, or Facebook. Such
promising technologies might be containers, serverless architectures, image registries, distributed
service registries that can address problems like hardware heterogeneity, sandboxing, code signing
and updating, result verification, and most importantly to overcome project exclusiveness. All these
cloud-native technologies mentioned have one thing in common: They already exist and are all tried
and tested in large web-scale deployments.
However, the reader should keep in mind that this paper is a perspective paper. It does not present
a validated solution proposal intentionally. Nevertheless, it offered a detailed list of technologies to
overcome current shortcomings of VC that the COVID-19 case disclosed. This concrete strategy does
not claim the “philosopher’s stone” but strives to foster discussions in the VC community on how
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VC could transform into a more global VC grid of cooperating VC projects that share and do not
claim resources. In addition, a lot of interesting research questions will appear if this path is followed.
This path compromises the fact that each VC project is still operating their own master nodes and
control plane infrastructure but yielding access to donated resources.
Consequently, a win–win-situation can be expected: Future VC projects should gain access to
a much broader set of donated resources. COVID-19 showed us that VC projects can easily build
the biggest supercomputer on earth. In addition, VC donors would gain access to a much more
multifarious spectrum of research projects. The middleware must simply be more standardized,
and more focused on resource sharing. Cloud computing has followed this exact path successfully for
a bit more than a decade. Perhaps VC should also have a look?
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